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To see specific example of how the profitable breakout strategy can look 

like, download here one of strategies from my live portfolio for FREE! 

 

For more information about how I test my strategies click here. 
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If you want to know how to get from 2,000 USD trading account to a private 

hedge fund, read this article. 
 

 

 

I hope that you found these articles inspirational and helpful. Now this can be a good 
moment to introduce myself a bit further and to let you know how and why I am going to try 
to help you to start making living in trading - preferably as soon as possible.   
 

My name is Tomas, I was born in the Czech Republic and I currently live on a beautiful coast 
called “Coast of the Sun” (Costa del Sol) in the south of Spain. I am a full-time trader and 
have been trading since 2004, with focus on automated trading since 2009-2010. 
 

I have experienced a long and exciting journey with many obstacles to fulfill my dreams of 
absolute freedom, wealth, abundance and financial independence. Those were the main 
reasons why I started with my trading (although my original background is film industry) and I 
believe that the same applies to you. Now, when all my dreams have become true and I live 
exactly the life I always dreamed of, I just feel that I want to do the next step - TO START 
SHARING WITH OTHERS.  
 

Although I am not going to give you my best strategies nor my top know-how (sorry, I need 
to keep my edge), what I am going to do is to show you what the journey to profitable trading 
looks like, what to do, what NOT to do, what worked for me, what never worked for me, what 
mistakes to avoid, and lastly - how to train yourself to become a highly successful 
trader. Believe it or not, although there are thousands of technical and conceptual trading 
knowledge that I had to learn, the most important was realization, that any kind of success in 
trading (including fully automated trading) is 90% mental. Doesn’t matter how good you are 
technically, mathematically, or in programming - the real success will always be in your 
creativity, courage, bravery, your will and true decision that you want to change your life and 
that you will become a profitable, preferably full time trader to fulfil all your financial and 
personal dreams. It is our mind and our creative power that decides whether we will follow 
success or failure - not a platform, software, coding capabilities, hardware, or anything 
similar to that.  
 

I know that. I have been there, done that, and had to come a long way especially mentally to 
become who I am now. And now I am here to share and to help.  
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On the websites SystemOnTheRoad.com, that I am working on with my friend and my 
former student Jan, we are going to try to bring new, positive and high values to your trading, 
and preferably to your life too, through a lot of FREE materials - like articles, videos, ebooks, 
etc.  
 

Therefore, don't miss this opportunity and please whitelist my email 
info@systemsontheroad.com to be sure to get all my emails. 
 

I will share my new ebooks, articles and also some extras on Facebook, LinkedIn and 
Instagram, you can follow me there, too. 
 

 

Tomas Nesnidal (CEO) 

Trader & Developer 

www.SystemsOnTheRoad.com 
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What’s next? 
 
Become a breakout strategies pro! 
 
 

 
‘Build emini breakout strategies fast’ 

with Tomas Nesnidal 
 
 

Learn how to build emini intraday breakout strategies FAST, using the 
same proven techniques that have helped hundreds of successful 
breakout traders already… to even launch their own hedge funds! 

 
 

 
 

 
More information on eminibreakoutstrategies.com 
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